Colin Smith’s recent professional achievements include leadership roles with the BC Crown Corporation that built Metro Vancouver’s Millennium SkyTrain Line. With seamless interconnection with the Expo Line, this system is the world’s longest totally automated light rail transit system and was completed on time and under budget.

Achievements of Colin’s local and regional voluntary activities include his service as Vancouver Island Branch Chair of the EIC/CSSE where he has led its re-vitalization. The Branch donates to its Scholarship Society each meeting in lieu of providing speaker gifts. Colin is a national CSSE/SCIS Director; a CSSE, Canadian Academy of Engineering, and Engineers Canada Fellow, and an Engineers Canada Past President.

Since becoming Chief Warden of Iron Ring Camp 23, the Camp has moved from one closed ceremony per year to two open ones and has welcomed internationally educated engineers.

Colin also serves as an Engineering Associate to UVIC’s Dean of Engineering.

Tonight we are pleased to recognize a talented engineer for his many years of leadership and service within the Institute.

Ladies and Gentleman, and Madam President, as the recipient of the Canadian Pacific Railway Medal please welcome Colin Smith.